comparison with Ancient Architecture is at all sensible or anything but
obstruction to our Modern Architecture.
In this particular, as you may see, architecture is going back to learn
from the natural source of all natural things.
In oi:der to get Organic Architecture born, intelligent architects will be
forced to turn their backs on antique rubbish heaps with which Classic
eclecticism has encumbered our new ground. So far as architecture has
gone in my own thought it is first of all a character and quality of mind
that may enter also into human conduct with social implications that
might, at first, confound or astound you. But the only basis for any fear of
them lies in the fact that they are all sanely and thoroughly constructive.
Instinctively all forms of pretence fear and hate reality.
THE HYPOCRITE MUST ALWAYS HATE THE RADICAL.
This potent fourth new resource—the Nature of Materials—gets at the
common centre of every material in relation to the work it is required to
do. This means that the architect must again begin at the very beginning,
Proceeding according to Nature now he must sensibly go tlarough with
vrtiateyer, material may be in hand for his purpose according to the
methods and sensibilities of a man in this age. And when I say Nature, I
mean inherent structure seen always by the architect as a matter of com-
plete design. It is in itself, always, nature-pattern. It is this profound
internal sense of materials that enters in as Architecture now. It is this the
fifth new resource that must captivate and hold the mind of the modern
architect to creative work. The fifth will give new life to his imagination
if it has not been already killed at school.
And, inevitable implication! New machine age resources require that
all buildings do not resemble each other. The new ideal does not require
that all buildings be of steel, concrete or glass. Often that might be
idiotic waste.
Nor do the resources even imply that mass is no longer a beautiful
attribute of masonry materials when they are genuinely used. We are
entitled to a vast variety of form in our complex age so long as the form
be genuine—serves Architecture and Architecture serves life,
But in this land of ours, richest on earth of all in old and new materials,
architects must exercise well-trained imagination to see in each material
either natural or compounded plastics, their own inherent style. All
materials may be beautiful, their beauty much or entirely depending
upon how well they are used by the Architect.
In our modern building we have the Stick. Stone. Steel. Pottery, Con-
.crete. Glass* Yes, Pulp, too, as well as plastics. And since this dawning
sense of the 'within* is the new reality, these will all give the main * motif*
Jpr my real building'made from them. The materials of which the build-
; i$g is built will go far to determine its appropriate mass, its outline and,
especially, proportion. Character is criterion in the form of any and every
l^ft^g 0r industrial product we can call Architecture in the light of this
n^M^lof the a*ew order,
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